BRAINWAVE01
The Brainwave01 earbuds are
earbuds packed with top technology. They ensure optimal
wearing comfort and excellent
sound quality. The built-in EQ
and microphone guarantee a
balanced sound that fully brings
out the highs and lows. With
the intuitive touch control, you
can easily switch between your
playlist and a phone call. You can
barely feel these Brainwave earbuds, they weigh almost nothing
and they are water resistant. To
make sure they fit every ear, we
include custom ear tips. These
earbuds give you up to 4 hours of
autonomy and the stylish case is
also your charger; good for up to
12 hours of wireless enjoyment!
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Perfectly sized and lightweight,
these earbuds let you enjoy
your music anywhere, even in
challenging conditions.

TWS

system
sensitivity
speaker driver
built-in microphone
active noise cancelling
touch control
playtime / with case
charging time earbuds / case
earbuds battery

Bluetooth / TWS 5.0
100+ / -3db / 1kHz
2 x 9mm, 16Ω
1 talking mic
no
yes
4h / 12h
1,5 - 2h / 1,5h
Li-Polymer,
50mAh (each)
case battery
280mAh
power supply - earbud battery 3,7V / 40mAh
power supply - case battery 3,7V / 400mAh
cables
charger cable, type c
weight case / earbuds
40g / 4,3g (each)
colour
black / green
splash-proof
ja (IPX4)
extra
3 silicone eartips
(S/M/L)

touch control for
intuitive use

always comfortable and
stable: custom ear tips
included
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BRAINWAVE03
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Because better sound starts with
better silence, these Brainwave03
earbuds combine state-of-the-art
noise cancelling technology and
dual microphones with sophisticated EQ functionality. The
result is that high and low ranges
have never sounded so pure,
as any disturbing noise is nicely
filtered out. Switching between
your playlist and a phone call is
intuitive, thanks to touch control.
These Brainwave earbuds are
comfortable and stable and they
are water resistant. To make sure
they fit every ear, we include different ear tips.
These earbuds give you up to
4 hours of autonomy and the
stylish case is also your charger:
good for up to 12 hours of wireless enjoyment!

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

touch control for
intuitive use

always comfortable and
stable: custom ear tips
included

system
sensitivity
speaker driver
built-in microphone
actieve noise cancelling
touch control
playtime / with case
charging time earbuds / case
earbuds battery

Bluetooth / TWS 5.0
100+ / -3db / 1kHz
2 x 10mm, 16Ω
2 x talking mic
22db - 25db - 1 kHz
yes
4h / 12h
1,5 - 2h / 1,5h
Li-Polymer,
40mAh (each)
case battery
Li-Polymer, 500mAh
power supply - earbud battery 3,7V / 40mAh
power supply - case battery 3,7V / 400mAh
cables
charger cable, type c
weight case / earbuds
55g / 5,5g (each)
colour
white / black / green
splash-proof
yes (IPX4)
extra
3 silicone eartips
(S/M/L)

Thanks to active noise
cancelling, you can organise
your workspace wherever you
want.
TWS

BRAINWAVE05
The Brainwave05 on-ear headphones give you wireless freedom and flawless sound quality.
That so much technology can be
contained within a weight of just
140g is unprecedented. Its builtin drivers generate a very clear,
powerful and above all warm
sound, both quiet and loud. You
can easily control the volume of
these wireless headphones using
the very intuitive push buttons
on the earcup, which also allow
you to switch between music and
phone. Another plus: the built-in
microphone captures your voice
in a crystal clear fashion.
The headband on this Brainwave
is made of durable material that
is so comfortable that you forget
you’re wearing it.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Thanks to its ergonomic design,
the Brainwave05 is barely
noticeable and that's perfect,
because you have other things
on your mind.

TWS

system
sensitivity
speaker driver
built-in microphone
active noise cancelling
playtime
charging time
battery
battery power supply
cables
weight
colour
splash-proof
extra

Bluetooth 5.0
100+ / -3db / 1kHz
2 x 40mm, 32Ω
1 talking mic
no
15h
1,5 - 2h
Li-Polymer
5V / 380mAh
charger cable, type c
audio cable
140g
black / green
yes (IPX4)
foldable earcups

foldable design

intuitive controls on
the earcup

BRAINWAVE07
These Brainwave07 over-ear
headphones produce stunning
sound quality, thanks in part to
their active noise cancelling with
zero tolerance for interference.
The dual microphone detects
and neutralises any ambient
noise without mercy. If you do
want to hear the sounds of your
surroundings, you can switch to
conversation mode with just one
click. For the design, the engineers perfectly took our anatomy
into account. They chose durable
materials with extra-soft ear
cups that house all the controls.
The Brainwave07’s ease of use
allows you to enjoy crystal clear
sound quality anytime, anywhere
for up to 35 hours.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

foldable design

system
sensitivity
speaker driver
built-in microphone
active noise cancelling
playtime
charging time
battery
battery power supply
cables
weight
colour
splash-proof
extra

noise cancelling with
just one button

Bluetooth 5.0
100+ / -3db / 1kHz
2 x 40mm, 32Ω
2 x FB, 1 x talking mic
22-25db - 25db / 1kHz
35h
1,5 - 2h
Li-Polymer
5V / 750mAh
charger cable, type c
audio cable
260g
black
yes (IPX4)
foldable earcups

With Brainwave07 you can create
your own world anywhere, even
when around others.
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